The recently emerged severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) is a potent pathogen of humans and is capable of rapid global spread. Peptide-conjugated antisense morpholino oligomers (P-PMO) were designed to bind by base pairing to specific sequences in the SARS-CoV (Tor2 strain) genome. The P-PMO were tested for their capacity to inhibit production of infectious virus as well as to probe the function of conserved viral RNA motifs and secondary structures. Several virus-targeted P-PMO and a randomsequence control P-PMO showed low inhibitory activity against SARS coronavirus. Certain other virustargeted P-PMO reduced virus-induced cytopathology and cell-to-cell spread as a consequence of decreasing viral amplification. Active P-PMO were effective when administered at any time prior to peak viral synthesis and exerted sustained antiviral effects while present in culture medium. P-PMO showed low nonspecific inhibitory activity against translation of nontargeted RNA or growth of the arenavirus lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus. Two P-PMO targeting the viral transcription-regulatory sequence (TRS) region in the 5 untranslated region were the most effective inhibitors tested. After several viral passages in the presence of a TRS-targeted P-PMO, partially drug-resistant SARS-CoV mutants arose which contained three contiguous base point mutations at the binding site of a TRS-targeted P-PMO. Those partially resistant viruses grew more slowly and formed smaller plaques than wild-type SARS-CoV. These results suggest PMO compounds have powerful therapeutic and investigative potential toward coronavirus infection.
The perception of coronaviruses as harmless seasonal pathogens was indelibly changed in 2002, with the emergence of severe acute respiratory syndrome, a severe, sometimes fatal respiratory disease. Thanks in part to the availability of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) bioinformatics and structural data, identification of potential SARS-CoV antiviral compounds has moved rapidly. For example, antiviral compounds which target the SARS-CoV superfamily 1 helicase and the 3C-related serine proteinase with 50% effective concentration (EC 50 ) values in the low micromolar range have been reported (1, 19, 20, 44) . However, the second SARS-CoV-encoded proteinase, a papain-related cysteine proteinase, may prove to be a less suitable drug target, as a coronavirus molecular clone lacking one of the two known cleavage sites for this enzyme displayed only minor growth defects in cell culture (7) .
Other confirmed and putative viral enzymes, including the polymerase, poly(U)-specific endoribonuclease homolog, S-adenosylmethionine-dependent ribose 2Ј-O-methyltransferase, and cyclic phosphodiesterase, are potential anti-SARS drug targets (34) . Furthermore, not all proposed SARS-CoV inhibitors act by inhibiting viral enzymes. Compounds targeting the interaction of the viral spike protein with the ACE-2 receptor (20, 44, 45) or with the spike-mediated fusion event (3, 14, 22, 47) and showing micromolar-scale efficiency in cell culture have been reported. Several groups have also reported in vitro efficacy with small interfering RNAs (42, 48) targeted at suppression of viral gene expression.
Compounds designed to function by base pairing to specific nucleic acid sequences, collectively known as antisense agents, offer a potentially powerful and selective tool for manipulating host and pathogen gene expression. Antisense agents directed against single-stranded RNA are known to act by two general mechanisms: by causing damage to an RNA strand containing the complementary "target" sequence through priming of endogenous RNase H activity, or by steric interference with targeted RNA function. Phosphorodiamidate morpholino oligomers (PMO) act by the latter mechanism, duplexing to specific RNA sequence by Watson-Crick base-pairing and forming a steric block (37) .
The most frequently successful strategies for PMO-based gene knockdown are inhibiting translation initiation (28) and mRNA splicing (9) . We recently demonstrated the antiviral effects of one peptide-conjugated PMO (P-PMO) complemen-tary to the AUG translation start site region of a murine coronavirus replicase polyprotein in vitro (29) . We reasoned that the activity of P-PMO against coronaviruses might be improved by the rational targeting of RNA sequence elements and secondary structures critical for replication, transcription, and host factor interaction.
In this report, we demonstrate that antisense-mediated suppression of viral replication can be achieved by binding to conserved RNA elements implicated in viral RNA synthesis and translation. Nine P-PMO with sequences complementary to coding and noncoding regions of the SARS-CoV genome were used to probe the function of conserved RNA features during infection in cell culture. The most effective anti-SARS CoV P-PMO described in this report are over 100-fold more active than the anti-murine hepatitis virus coronavirus P-PMO described previously (26) . Inhibition of viral yield exceeded 10 4 -fold for compounds designed to bind the transcription regulatory sequence (TRS) region present in the viral genomic 5Ј untranslated region (UTR). Corresponding effects on viral RNA level, cell-to-cell spread, and cytopathology were observed. Virus clones partially resistant to P-PMO were selected by multiple rounds of growth in the presence of P-PMO. Partially resistant clones selected with a TRS-directed P-PMO developed clustered point mutations at the P-PMO binding site proximal to the leader TRS and grew more slowly in cell culture than wild-type SARS-CoV. We conclude that P-PMO offer a highly specific antisense-based method for probing the function of specific RNA elements in intact RNA virus genomes in addition to their considerable therapeutic potential.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and viruses.
Vero-E6 cells were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum, 0.01 M HEPES, penicillin, and streptomycin for general growth and maintenance or in serum-free medium (VP-SFM; Invitrogen) supplemented with L-glutamine, penicillin, and streptomycin during P-PMO studies. SARS-CoV-Tor2 (24) was cultured on Vero-E6 cells. Arenavirus lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus-Armstrong was grown and titrated as previously described (4) .
Plaque assay. For the SARS-CoV plaque assay, Vero-E6 cells were seeded in 12-well tissue culture plates at 2 ϫ 10 5 cells per well and allowed to adhere overnight at 37°C and 5% CO 2 . The culture medium was removed and replaced with 0.5 ml of inoculum. Cells were treated as specified, and a 2% fetal bovine serum, 0.7% agarose overlay was applied 1 h after inoculation. After 72 h, cells were fixed by immersion in 10% formaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline for 24 h, agarose plugs were removed, and cells were stained with 0.1% crystal violet. Plaque size reduction assays were cultured and inoculated as above except that individual 0.7% agarose overlays were prepared for each treatment group. Agarose overlays for plaque size reduction assays were prepared with serum-free VP-SFM and P-PMO.
Virus growth and titer reduction assays. Vero-E6 cells were seeded at a density of 5 ϫ 10 5 cells per 25-cm 2 tissue culture flask and allowed to adhere overnight at 37°C and 5% CO 2 . Cells were pretreated with 1 ml VP-SFM containing treatment for 6 h, except where stated, as in time-of-addition and time-of-removal experiments. Cells were inoculated with SARS-CoV or lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus Armstrong at a multiplicity of Ϸ0.1 or Ϸ10 PFU/cell and placed at 37°C for 1 h. The inoculum was removed and replaced with fresh VP-SFM with or without P-PMO treatment. Cell culture medium was collected, stored, and replaced with fresh medium at the designated time points. The virus in cell culture supernatants was titrated by 50% tissue culture infectious dose 
(TCID 50 ) with threefold dilution steps analyzed according to the method of Reed and Muench or by plaque assay as described above. PMO design, synthesis, and quality control. PMO were designed to be complementary to the viral plus-strand in several regions showing no sequence variation among sequenced SARS-CoV isolates. Table 1 describes all PMO and DNA oligonucleotide sequences. PMO were synthesized complementary to overlapping sequences in the vicinity of the replicase open reading frame (ORF) 1a initiation codon (AUG1; AUG2; and AUG3), the ORF 1a/1b frameshift signal pseudoknot (1ABFS), the consensus body and leader TRS (TRS1), leader TRS (TRS2), the S2M motif (S2M), the 3Ј-UTR pseudoknot (3UTR), and the 3Ј genomic terminus (3TERM; Fig. 1 ). Random-sequence "nonsense" PMO (DSCR and FT) were included as controls.
PMO targets were screened with BLAST (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ BLAST/) against known human mRNA sequences in order to preclude unintentional gene-silencing effects. PMO were covalently linked to peptide NH 2 -RRRRRRRRRFFC-CONH 2 or NH 2 -RRRRRFFRRRRC-CONH 2 designated R 9 F 2 or R 5 F 2 R 4 , respectively. Both types of peptide-conjugated PMO are henceforth referred to as P-PMO. PMO were synthesized at AVI BioPharma Inc. (Corvallis, OR) by a method described previously (38) . The conjugation, purification, and analysis of P-PMO compounds were carried out at AVI BioPharma according to methods described elsewhere (25) .
Coiled-coil design, synthesis, and quality control. We identified a 28-mer peptide from the S2 region of the SARS-CoV spike protein with the highest probability to form a coiled coil using the software program Coils 2.2 (by A. N. Lupas and J. M. Lupas). This peptide, designated SARS-HR2, was synthesized as previously described (18) . Circular dichroism (CD) was performed on an Aviv 203-02 spectropolarimeter. Samples for CD contained 10 M peptide in 5 mM sodium phosphate at pH 5, 6, and 7. Spectra were collected between 200 and 265 nm at 25°C in a 2-mm quartz cell; three spectra were acquired and averaged per sample before subtracting the background spectra.
Nonviral assays. The protein-coding sequence for firefly luciferase, without the ATG initiator-Met codon, was subcloned into the multiple cloning site of plasmid pCiNeo (Promega) at the SalI and NotI sites. The pCiNeo expression vector includes both cytomegalovirus and T7 promoters (for mammalian cellular and cell-free transcription of cloned inserts, respectively). Subsequently, complementary oligonucleotides SARSLϩ and SARSLϪ were duplexed and subcloned into the NheI and SalI sites. This effectively replaced the start codon of the luciferase gene with sequence encoding bases Ϫ31 to ϩ22 relative to the A of the AUG translation start-site codon of the SARS-CoV polyprotein (identical to the region shown in Fig. 1 ). This leader sequence includes the complete target sites for the AUG1, AUG2, and AUG3 antisense P-PMO. The Ϫ31 to ϩ22 target region corresponds to genomic plus-strand nucleotides 235 to 287, as depicted in Fig. 1 .
Three other constructs were made in a similar manner by inserting immediately upstream of the intact luciferase gene the DSCR P-PMO target sequence (5Ј-AGTCTCGACTTGCTACCTCATG-3Ј), the SARS TRS target sequence that corresponds to nucleotides 51 to 80 of the genomic plus-strand (5Ј-CTAG ATAGATCTGTTCTCTAAACGAACTTTAAAATG-3Ј), and the same SARS TRS target sequence that incorporates the three observed nucleotide polymor-phisms described in the text (5Ј-CTAGATAGATCTGTTAAATAAACGAACT TTAAAATG-3Ј). The luciferase gene for each of these three constructs contains a functional ATG initiator-Met codon. A final construct was made by performing PCR with oligonucleotides 5UTR-PCRF (including an NheI site and bases 2 to 30 of genomic plus-strand) and 5UTR-PCRR (including a SalI site and bases 290 to 262 of genomic plus-strand). The resulting 289-bp fragment was restricted with NheI and SalI and subcloned into pCiNeoluc. This construct utilizes the intact ATG initiator-Met codon within the subcloned SARS sequence (genomic plusstrand bases 266 to 268), as the ATG within the luciferase gene has been deleted.
For the luciferase-fusion constructs that include the TRS sequence, the TRS sequence with three mutations, and the SARS 5ЈUTR (genomic plus-strand bases 2 to 290), in vitro-transcribed 5Ј-capped RNA was produced with the mMESSAGE mMACHINE kit (Ambion) after plasmid linearization with NotI. For the SARS AUG and DSCR luciferase fusion constructs, the MegaScript T7 kit (Ambion) was used as described previously (29) . In vitro translations were carried out on all constructs as described previously (29) . Luciferase-induced light emission was read on a FLx800 microplate luminometer as described previously (29) . Cellular efficacy studies were carried out using confluent Vero-E6 cells transiently transfected with target-leader/luciferase plasmids using Lipofectamine (Gibco BRL) according to the manufacturer's directions and assayed as above. The 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay was used to measure cell viability as described previously (29) .
Resistance studies. Virus was passaged 11 times on fresh Vero-E6 cells pretreated with 2 to 10 M P-PMO. Biologically cloned viruses were cultured from individual, well-spaced plaques. Viral RNA was prepared from infected cells by Trizol lysis followed by an additional chloroform extraction. Reverse transcription-PCR was carried out according to the enzyme manufacturer's specifications (Invitrogen). The 5Ј-terminal region of the SARS-CoV genome was amplified using primers SEQ-F1 and SEQ-R2. PCR products were sequenced using primer SEQ-R2. Relative RNA load was determined by 25-cycle PCR of cDNA primed with oligonucleotides RVS1 through RVS4. PCR was primed with FN-F1 and the appropriate FN-R oligonucleotide to generate products of 104, 127, 156, 188, 212, 259, 299, and 353 bp, corresponding to viral subgenomic RNAs 2 through 9, respectively.
RESULTS
Design of antivirals. P-PMO were designed to target conserved viral sequences implicated in SARS-CoV RNA synthesis, translation, and/or host factor interaction ( Fig. 1 ). The expression of the coronavirus replicase polyprotein is controlled at two points: the initiation of translation at open reading frame 1a, and the ribosomal frameshift which results in translation of the extended open reading frame 1ab. Three sequences were selected in the immediate vicinity of the AUG translation-initiation codon of the viral replicase polyprotein open reading frame 1a (AUG1, AUG2, and AUG3) such that AUG2 and AUG3 overlapped the initiation codon and AUG1 was located in the 5Ј untranslated region proximal to the translation start site. P-PMO 1ABFS was designed to disrupt the RNA secondary structure at the Ϫ1 ribosomal frameshift site that mediates translation of the remainder of the replicase polyprotein. The untranslated 5Ј-terminal 263 nucleotides of the SARS-CoV RNA also contain the Ϸ80-nucleotide leader sequence found at one terminus of each of the 5Ј-and 3Јcoterminal subgenomic viral RNA species produced in the infected cell. The transcription regulatory sequence (TRS) located in the 5Ј-UTR of the genome is believed to participate in discontinuous RNA synthesis (30) (31) (32) 39) . The leader TRS was targeted with two P-PMO, each designed to mask the consensus TRS (5Ј-CGAAC-3Ј) and disrupt the stem-loop predicted to form in this region (40) . TRS1 is complementary to the TRS in the leader RNA present on both genomic and subgenomic RNA species. TRS2 spans the junction between the leader and a portion of the 5Ј-UTR not present on subgenomic RNAs (39) .
Studies of coronavirus defective-interfering RNAs have shown the genomic termini contain several conserved motifs, some of which act as discrete signals for RNA replication (6, 15) . P-PMO compounds designed against targets in the 3Јuntranslated region included 3UTR, targeting a portion of the conserved RNA stem-loop/pseudoknot found in most coronavirus genomes (10-13); S2M, targeting the stem-loop 2 motif region related to sequences in astroviruses and equine rhinovirus (17) ; and 3TERM, targeting the 3Ј terminus of the genomic RNA, including the first five bases of the polyadenosine tail. Two nonsense P-PMO, DSCR and FT, were included to control for nonspecific P-PMO effects. The 5Ј termini of P-PMO were conjugated to an arginine-rich delivery peptide (R 9 F 2 ; 26, 29) or to a rearranged R 5 F 2 R 4 peptide, which confers equivalent delivery and efficacy properties (Moulton et al., unpublished data). The R 9 F 2 and R 5 F 2 R 4 peptide conjugates were used interchangeably in the antiviral studies presented here. We did not observe detectable differences in sequence-specific or nonspecific effects between PMO conjugated to one or the other of the two delivery peptides.
Non-antisense antiviral compounds which targeted different stages of the viral growth cycle were included in some assays to provide a bridge for comparison of the results reported here with other studies reported in the literature. Among the control antivirals tested was a peptide identical to the carboxylterminal heptad repeat region of the SARS-CoV spike (HR2), which was designed to bind the spike protein during virus-cell fusion and arrest fusion at an intermediate stage. Amphipathic helices of the SARS and murine hepatitis virus coronaviruses form six-helix bundles that are believed to mimic the postfusion state of the spike glycoprotein. Several reports have demonstrated the antiviral properties of peptides based on amphipathic helices of coronavirus spike protein (3, 14, 22, 47) .
We synthesized and purified a heptad repeat peptide derived from residues 1158 to 1185 of the SARS-CoV-Tor2 spike protein, designated SARS-HR2. The SARS-HR2 protein was selected to allow comparison of direct inhibition of SARS-CoV growth by different methods, e.g., fusion arrest versus antisense. The circular dichroism spectrum of SARS-HR2 (data not shown) displayed an equilibrium between disordered and helical structure, as previously reported for similar peptides (14) . P-PMO are effective and specific. As we have reported previously, the conjugated "delivery" peptides increase both the efficacy and toxicity of PMO in cell culture (29) . R 5 F 2 R 4conjugated PMO were tested for cytotoxicity by the MTT assay under the serum-free culture conditions used throughout this report. R 5 F 2 R 4 -PMOs were nontoxic (defined as Ն90% cell viability after 24 h) at concentrations as high as 20 M on Vero-E6 cells (data not shown). The level of toxicity of R 5 F 2 R 4 -PMO was similar to that reported for R 9 F 2 -PMO previously (29) . Based on this finding, treatment doses of P-PMO were limited to 20 M. Hygromycin B, a broad-spectrum translation inhibitor active against most coronaviruses, was nontoxic to Ն80 M (data not shown), in agreement with other published results (2) . P-PMO designed to inhibit initiation of translation of the SARS-CoV replicase polyprotein were tested in a rabbit reticulocyte lysate cell-free translation assay to determine which compound was most effective at inhibiting expression of a luciferase reporter. P-PMO were added to reticulocyte lysates programmed with in vitro-transcribed RNA in which translation of the luciferase gene was initiated at a small region derived from the SARS-CoV 5Ј-UTR containing the AUG1-3 P-PMO target sites. AUG1, AUG2, and AUG3 P-PMO generated comparable nanomolar-scale dose-dependent reduction of luciferase expression in this cell-free translation system ( Fig.  2A ). The FT P-PMO, described in our previous studies (29) , was included here as a negative control.
DSCR P-PMO consistently generated low nonspecific activity in a variety of assays in this study. In order to demonstrate that the ineffectiveness of DSCR was not due to some innate defect in the compound itself, we compared the effects of DSCR and AUG1 P-PMO on inhibition of luciferase expression from a DSCR-target/luciferase construct ( Fig. 2B ). As expected, DSCR P-PMO specifically suppressed translation from the DSCR/luciferase transcripts. Nonspecific effects of AUG1 P-PMO against the DSCR/luciferase RNA were comparable to those of DSCR P-PMO against the SARS AUGtarget/luciferase RNA described above. We therefore concluded that the DSCR and P-PMO AUG1 to AUG3 acted solely through antisense activity and displayed low nonspecific effects.
The three AUG P-PMO also displayed equivalent micromolar-scale effects on translation of the reporter gene in Vero cell cultures transiently transfected with the SARS/luciferase reporter plasmid used in the previous experiment ( Fig. 2C ). Synergistic effects can potentially be obtained when antiviral compounds with different targets are administered in combination (41) . Nonoverlapping combinations of P-PMO were tested in the cell-free translation system in order to screen for additive synergy or anergy. The effects of combinations of AUG1 to AUG3 at a given total molarity did not differ significantly from the effects of an individual AUG P-PMO at the same total molarity (Fig. 2C) , as might be expected for compounds targeting essentially identical targets by the same mechanism.
Reduction of SARS-CoV CPE and growth. In order to characterize the nine SARS-CoV-specific P-PMO, we tested them for several correlates of antiviral efficacy: prevention of cyto-pathic effects, reduction of viral titer, and reduction of the spread of an established infection. SARS-CoV cytopathic effects (CPE) on Vero-E6 include vacuolation and extensive cell rounding by 24 h postinoculation in the case of high-multiplicity inoculation. We chose to compare cytopathic effects 72 h after high-multiplicity (Ն10 PFU/cell) inoculation, by which time cells in untreated controls and those receiving ineffective treatments had displayed severe CPE for 24 to 48 h (Fig. 3A) . Typical SARS-CoV-induced CPE was observed in infected cells treated with vehicle (water) only, DSCR, S2M, and 3TERM-P-PMO. The AUG1, AUG2, AUG3, 1ABFS, and 3UTR P-PMO consistently reduced CPE only after 20 M treatment (AUG1 results are presented in Fig. 3A ; the remaining data are not shown). Treatment with lower doses of AUG1 to AUG3 P-PMO appeared to reduce the severity of CPE in some experiments, as in the case shown in Fig. 3A . However, the protective effect of lower doses of the three AUG-targeted P-PMO was not observed consistently, and when present was always less pronounced than the protective effect of either TRS-targeted P-PMO. TRS1 and TRS2 strongly reduced CPE after Ն6 M treatment (results for TRS1 are presented in Fig.  3A ; TRS2 data are not shown). We thus concluded that TRS1 and TRS2 had at least a threefold greater antiviral activity compared to the AUG1 to AUG3, 1ABFS, or 3UTR P-PMO. The AUG3 P-PMO was not studied further since it was not found to differ from AUG2 or AUG1 in efficacy, toxicity, or CPE reduction.
Next, P-PMO were tested for the ability to reduce virus yield in pretreated cells. It is our observation that SARS-CoV growth plateaus by 24 h and remains high through 48 h following high-multiplicity inoculation (Ն3 PFU/cell) or peaks Ϸ24 h later following low-multiplicity inoculation (Յ0.1 PFU/ cell). In order to compare P-PMO effects on log-phase viral growth, we compared infectious titers 24 h after low-multiplicity inoculation (Fig. 3B) . The viral titer results were generally consistent with the cytoprotection results (Fig. 3A) . The most effective P-PMO decreased viral titers to below the threshold of detection, 100 PFU/ml in the experiment shown in Fig. 3B . The 3UTR P-PMO had slight antiviral effects, while 1ABFS, AUG1, and AUG2 displayed equivalent moderate antiviral activity. TRS1 and TRS2 clearly exhibited robust antiviral activity in the low micromolar range. In repeated experiments, titers were consistently reduced by over 100-fold by treatment with Ն6 M AUG1, AUG,2 and 1ABFS P-PMO or by Ն2 M TRS1 and TRS2 PMO.
We next sought to further characterize the highly effective TRS2 P-PMO by performing time course studies in which this compound was added or removed at different times. Antivirals affecting a particular stage of the viral growth cycle, such as entry (early) or assembly (late), would likely be effective on different time scales, whereas inhibitors of ongoing processes such as replication and translation could be active at any point prior to the peak of viral growth. In order to investigate this hypothesis, we tested the effects of time of addition on the control heptad repeat peptide SARS-HR2, designed to inhibit virus-cell fusion after receptor binding and some conformational changes have occurred. SARS-HR2 was active when administered 1 h before inoculation or in combination with the inoculum. SARS-HR2 did not alter the titer of infectious virus present in the supernatant 24 h postinoculation when SARS-HR2 was administered 1 h postinoculation or later, indicating that an early event was targeted, and consistent with the predicted target of the membrane fusion process (data not shown). The TRS2 P-PMO significantly reduced viral titer when added up to 4 h after high-multiplicity infection and 8 h after low-multiplicity infection (data not shown), consistent with the effects expected from inhibition at a later stage in the viral life cycle. However, this result also indicated a requirement that TRS2 P-PMO be present early in the infection process for maximal antiviral effect.
In order to determine the duration and reversibility of TRS2 P-PMO-mediated antiviral effects, the TRS2 P-PMO was removed from the cell culture medium at various intervals and viral titer was assessed at several time points (Fig. 3C ). Re- This result suggests either rapid neutralization of the P-PMO or saturation of the TRS2 P-PMO molecules at the site of activity for a period of time. Taken together, these results demonstrate that the constant presence of TRS2 P-PMO is required to maintain maximum antiviral activity. Preventing spread of an existing infection. Pathways leading to the establishment or spread of an infection can differ for some viruses. In murine hepatitis virus, initial cell entry of virus has rigorous receptor specificity requirements, but infection can subsequently be spread to receptor-null cells by contact with infected cells (8) . Consequently, despite the positive results for the AUG1 to AUG3, 1ABFS, and TRS1 and TRS2 P-PMO, we hypothesized that successful inhibition of SARS-CoV-induced CPE and infectious titer might not necessarily predict effective treatment of an existing infection. The effects on viral persistence and spread of an existing infection were measured in a plaque size reduction assay. In this assay, cells were treated with P-PMO 1 h after inoculation with a standardized amount of SARS-CoV. The progress of the initial infection was quantified by measuring the diameter of the resulting viral plaques 72 h after inoculation.
The observed effects on viral spread ( Fig. 4A-C) closely resembled the titer reduction results (Fig. 3B) . DSCR, 3UTR, S2M, and 3TERM P-PMO were ineffective. The dose-response curves of the AUG1 and AUG2 P-PMO were essentially equivalent and showed slightly more potency than the 1ABFS P-PMO. The TRS1 and TRS2 P-PMO were again the most effective. Treatment with Ն6 M TRS1 or TRS2 P-PMO completely prevented the formation of visible plaques.
We compared the effects of the AUG1 P-PMO against DSCR P-PMO, SARS-HR2 peptide, and hygromycin B on the spread of SARS-CoV infection (Fig. 4C) . The slopes of the dose-response curves for hygromycin B and the AUG1 P-PMO were similar, indicating similar kinetics of activity, although the AUG1 P-PMO was approximately 10-fold more potent than hygromycin B. The slope of the dose-response curve for SARS- HR2 was less steep, indicating that relatively more SARS-HR2 was required to produce incremental inhibitory effects compared to P-PMO or hygromycin B. Possible explanations for this difference in dose-response ratio include peptide lability, the brief availability of the transition state amenable to competitive SARS-HR2 binding during the fusion process compared to continuous inhibition by hygromycin B or P-PMO, and the potential for up to three SARS-HR2 peptides to bind each prefusion intermediate of the spike homotrimer compared to the presumed binding of one P-PMO molecule per viral RNA molecule.
We reasoned that the observed inhibition of viral growth and propagation might correspond to a decrease in the viral RNA level, whether through inhibition of replicase expression, interference with discontinuous RNA synthesis at the leader TRS, or an alternatiove mechanism. Coronaviruses produce a nested set of subgenome-length RNA species in infected cells. Most coronavirus subgenomic RNAs are produced in molar excess of the genomic RNA, though genomic RNA and trace amounts of subgenomic RNAs are typically packaged in the virion (reviewed in reference 33). Therefore, we investigated genomic and subgenomic RNA production 24 h after lowmultiplicity inoculation, as an indicator of ongoing infection. The 24-h time point was selected as a time when several rounds of replication would have occurred but virus-induced cell lysis would be negligible.
Reverse transcription-PCR products specific for each of eight subgenomic RNA species were strongly amplified from mock-treated cells and cells treated with mildly effective P-PMO ( Fig. 4D and data not shown) . Equal volumes of reverse transcription-PCR products from an equivalent number of 20 M TRS2 P-PMO-treated cells were faint (i.e., subgenomic RNA 8 and possibly 9) or undetectable (subgenomic RNAs 2 to 7; Fig. 4D ). Genomic RNA synthesis was likewise qualitatively reduced by 20 M TRS2 P-PMO (data not shown), though whether this resulted directly from steric hindrance of target RNA or indirectly through inhibition of replicase polyprotein expression was not determined. This result suggests P-PMO effects on SARS-CoV growth, CPE, and spread correlate with a qualitative decrease of viral RNA level. The most effective anti-SARS-CoV P-PMO was found to be TRS2. Therefore TRS2 was tested for effects on an unrelated virus, the arenavirus lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus, that grows well in Vero-E6 cells under the same culture conditions under which the SARS-CoV experiments were carried out. Cells treated with 2 to 20 M TRS2 were inoculated at a multiplicity of about 0.1 PFU/cell, and cell culture supernatants were harvested and titrated by plaque assay. Virus amplification at 24 h was not significantly altered in cells treated for 6 h with TRS2 P-PMO at any concentration compared to untreated controls (data not shown). Although the cellular functions required for arenavirus and coronavirus replication are likely not identical, we interpret this result as a further confirmation that the effectiveness of P-PMO against SARS-CoV was antisense mediated.
Partial resistance to P-PMO. The error-prone replication of RNA viruses presents a rapid model for viral evolution and drug resistance studies. In order to assess the propensity for SARS-CoV to develop resistance to antisense P-PMO, a stock cultured from a plaque-purified biological clone of SARS-CoV was serially passaged on cells treated with 0.5, 2, or 10 M P-PMO. The term biological clone as used here designates an isolate derived from a single viral plaque. We chose to administer submaximal doses of P-PMO in order to allow the generation of P-PMO-resistant mutant strains. SARS-CoV was passaged blindly 11 times in cells pretreated with P-PMO. Viral growth was assessed, as an indicator of resistance, after each of the first nine passages (Fig. 5A) .
The 3TERM and DSCR P-PMO did not inhibit SARS-CoV growth at any concentration or passage number. The AUG1, AUG2, and 3UTR P-PMO inhibited SARS-CoV growth for one to three passages after 10 M treatment only. Treatment with 10 M TRS2 P-PMO strongly inhibited SARS-CoV growth in each of the 11 passages tested. However, an increase in titer indicative of partial resistance was observed by passage 7. The peak titer of the TRS2 P-PMO-resistant virus population, during the 11 passages performed, was at least 100-fold below the titer of mock-treated cells, indicating acquisition of partial but not total resistance. Viral plaques reflect the progress of a single infected cell's progression through multiple waves of viral entry, replication, and spread, and altered plaque diameter or morphology can be indicative of perturbation to some stage of the virus replication cycle. To determine whether partially or totally P-PMO-resistant virus clones displayed altered amplification characteristics in the absence of P-PMO selection, plaque morphology and size were examined (Fig. 5B ). Plaque morphology was found to be unaffected, though TRS2-selected biological clones displayed a smaller plaque morphology compared to that of wildtype SARS-CoV. Eight to 41 plaque-purified viruses were selected from each treatment pool. All AUG1, AUG2, DSCR, 3UTR, S2M, and 3TERM P-PMO-selected viruses caused typical CPE on Vero-E6 cells. Sixteen of 41 TRS2 P-PMO-selected clones caused negligible CPE on cells 72 h after inoculation, while the remaining clones caused reduced CPE.
One-step growth curves were performed for a selection of the P-PMO-selected SARS-CoV biological clones. TRS2 P-PMO-selected clones displayed delayed growth kinetics compared to untreated SARS-CoV and other P-PMO-selected clones (Fig. 5C ). The titers of untreated and non-TRS P-PMOtreated SARS-CoV biological clones displayed in Fig. 5C represent typical titers observed 24 h after high-multiplicity inoculation. Continuous TRS2 P-PMO treatment, as shown in Fig.  3C , suppressed viral titers to approximately 100 PFU/ml, a decrease of Ϸ4 to 5 log 10 from peak titers of Ϸ6 to 7 log 10 observed in Fig. 3C , 5A, and 5C.
Reverse transcription-PCR amplicons from 14 TRS2-P-PMO-resistant SARS-CoV clones and one each of AUG1, AUG2, DSCR, 3UTR, S2M, and 3TERM and mock-treated clones were sequenced to determine whether the observed phenotypes correlated with specific genetic variations (Fig.  5D ). Three consensus sequences were obtained for each biological clone, reflecting the dominant genotype over the first Ϸ600 bases proximal to the 5Ј terminus of the genomic plusstrand. The sequences fell into two categories: TRS2-resistant clones each carried an identical set of mutations. Clones resulting from selection with the other P-PMO and mock treatment-selected clones were all identical. The 21 sequences that were obtained differed at three points: a silent mutation, C543T, and a block of three contiguous base changes of CTC to AAA at positions 62 to 64 proximal to the leader TRS (within the target region of TRS2-P-PMO) appeared in only the 14 TRS2-resistant clones, whereas a mutation, T281C, resulting in a leucine-to-proline shift at the sixth codon of ORF1a was present in only the AUG1, AUG2, DSCR, 3UTR, S2M, and 3TERM P-PMO-selected and vehicle-treated clones. Since the point mutation at position 281 relative to the original SARS-Tor2 sequence was found in both selected and mock-selected clones, we interpret this change as having likely evolved during serial passage in Vero-E6 cells prior to P-PMO selection. All TRS2-resistant clones identified likely derived from a single escape mutant. Mutations were not observed in the AUG1 or AUG2 P-PMO target regions of clones resistant to either of these P-PMO. We cannot at present rule out the possibility of compensating downstream mutations in AUG P-PMO-resistant biological clones.
Thermal melting curve data for peptide-conjugated PMO/ RNA duplexes with variable mismatches led us to speculate that the three mutations at the TRS2-P-PMO target site reduce the effective binding affinity as measured by melting temperature (T m ) by Ϸ25 to 30°C (H. Moulton et al., manuscript in preparation) (36) . We are unable at present to predict the precise number of mutations required to completely abrogate P-PMO efficacy. However, we tested the hypothesis that decreased affinity of the TRS2 P-PMO for the mutated target site could explain the decreased sensitivity of TRS2-selected SARS-CoV biological clones to TRS2 P-PMO. P-PMO binding affinity was compared using a reporter construct in which the luciferase reporter gene was placed immediately downstream of either the wild-type SARS-CoV TRS region or the same region with the CTC3AAA mutations observed in TRS2 P-PMO-selected SARS-CoV clones (Fig.  6A ). TRS2 P-PMO was approximately 10-fold less active against the three-mismatch TRS target compared to the wildtype target (EC 50 of 500 nM and 50 nM, respectively). EC 50 , as used here, refers to the amount of compound required to reduce luciferase luminescence by 50% compared to untreated controls. The decreased TRS2 P-PMO sensitivity of TRS2selected strains was therefore consistent with the apparent reduction in stability of the P-PMO/target RNA duplex in TRS2-resistant biological clones. A similar observation was recently reported for human immunodeficiency virus type 1 escape variants resistant to small interfering RNAs (43) .
While the experiments described above addressed the specificity and efficacy of P-PMO, we also wished to explore which molecular events of the viral life cycle the TRS2 P-PMO was affecting. In order to examine the effects of TRS2 PMO on inhibition of viral translation, a luciferase reporter construct was designed in which the entire SARS-CoV 5Ј-UTR was placed upstream of the reporter. The new reporter construct was designed so that luciferase expression would be initiated at the authentic SARS-CoV ORF 1a AUG codon. Contrary to our expectation, the TRS2 P-PMO outperformed AUG1 P-PMO by severalfold in translation inhibition (EC 50 s of 35 nM and 185 nM, respectively; Fig. 6B ). The TRS2 target site (bases 55 to 75) is sufficiently distant from both the 5Ј terminus and the site of translation initiation to make it unlikely that interference with any of the discrete events of preinitiation at the terminus (e.g., 43S complex loading onto mRNA) or initiation at the initiator AUG (e.g., 48S-complex formation and/or joining of 48S and 60S ribosomal subunits) forms the basis for the observed effect. We therefore concluded, pending further testing, that TRS2 P-PMO inhibits SARS-CoV amplification primarily by interfering with the 43S preinitiation complex scanning process.
DISCUSSION
The results of this study demonstrate that P-PMO specific to the SARS-CoV genome can reduce production of infectious virus and thereby protect cells from virus-induced CPE as well as slow the cell-to-cell spread of infection. P-PMO acted by a sequence-specific mechanism, with low nonspecific activity on off-target cellular and viral functions. SARS-CoV overcame the antiviral activity of P-PMO directed against a number of sites on the viral genome, while resistance to P-PMO targeting the leader TRS element developed only after several host cell passages. The precise mechanism and timing of TRS2-associated nucleotide changes is unclear. We note, however, that the 5Ј-UTR typically displays relatively low sequence variability among coronaviruses of one species (one notable exception being a TRS-proximal polymorphism in murine hepatitis virus VOL. 79, 2005 ANTISENSE MORPHOLINO INHIBITION OF SARS-CoV 9673 JHM) (46) , and the observed TRS2-associated polymorphism is not represented among SARS-CoV sequences currently available in the GenBank database. SARS-CoV resistant to TRS P-PMO displayed reduced cytopathology and cell-to-cell spread. Mutations at the TRS 2 P-PMO target site confirm that P-PMO act directly on the viral RNA, as similarly shown for in situ-generated RNA complementary to human immunodeficiency virus type 1 env (23) and small interfering RNAs directed against human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (43) . Decreased P-PMO-target affinity to altered target sequence almost certainly explains the observed loss of P-PMO sensitivity in resistant isolates. The CTC3AAA mutations found in all TRS2-P-PMO-resistant SARS-CoV clones occur outside the region occupied by the consensus TRS (5Ј-CGAAC-3Ј) (Fig. 6C) , but within the TRS2 P-PMO target region. No mutations were observed in resistant isolates cloned from cultures treated with other P-PMO. The presence of short complementary regions surrounding the TRS is a conserved feature among the Nidovirales and is called stem-loop II (5) or the leader TRS hairpin (40) . Mfold secondary-structure predictions (49) indicate that the TRS2resistant SARS-CoV could form a destabilized alternate hairpin conformation (boldface), TTAAA-TAAACGAAC-TTTAA, surrounding the TRS (italic). The lowest-energy fold of the TRS hairpin with the AAA mutation has a calculated ⌬G of Ϫ4.1 kcal/mol, compared to Ϫ7.0 kcal/mol for the wild-type CTC sequence.
Our analysis yields no compelling rationale that would favor the incorporation of the particular set of mutations observed. Finding a clustered three-nucleotide substitution in a coronavirus after 11 passages would generally be considered a rare event, and further study will be required to clarify the mechanism involved. Moreover, it is unclear whether these point mutations arose from a low-probability chance event or whether the particular set of mutations observed represent a preferred solution to the selective pressures toward optimal replication and drug resistance. So, while it would appear that antisense may designate a site for mutation, the present data are insufficient to suggest the type of mutation most likely to be incorporated.
Levels of P-PMO efficacy appeared to group with respect to the nature of the viral target sequence. This was most striking in the case of the AUG1 P-PMO, targeted to the 3Ј end of the 5Ј-UTR, the AUG2 and AUG3 P-PMO, which directly masked the ORF 1a translation initiation codon, and the 1ABFS P-PMO, targeted over 13 kb downstream. All four of these P-PMO were conceived as inhibitors of replicase translation, with targets designed to interfere with ribosome scanning, translation initiation, or the ribosomal frameshift event by which the coronaviruses produce the enzymatic products of ORFs 1a and 1b. Results for the 3UTR P-PMO, though modest, were interesting because the effects of 3UTR cannot be readily attributed to inhibition of translation and therefore likely derive from some effect on viral RNA synthesis. The selection of the 3UTR (C) Low-energy secondary structures of the TRS hairpin of wild-type SARS-CoV (wt) and TRS2 P-PMO-selected SARS-CoV (TRS2-R) were generated using Mfold (49) . The core TRS is near the top of the stem and shown in white circles; flanking sequences are depicted inside black circles. Nucleotides are numbered from the beginning of the predicted stem-loop. P-PMO target was perhaps unfortunate, as a study from the Masters group that appeared during the course of our studies showed that the loop and upper stem regions of the stem-loop/ pseudoknot structure in the 3Ј-UTR targeted by the 3UTR P-PMO were tolerant of extensive mutations and deletions (10) . Our results appear to confirm that result. The relative lack of activity of the three compounds targeted near the 3Ј terminus of the genome may indicate that the processing minus-strand polymerase complex displaces bound P-PMO or that P-PMO compete inefficiently with viral and host proteins for binding in this region (16, 21, 27, 35) .
The most effective P-PMO targeted the transcription regulatory sequence. Two different P-PMO, TRS1 and TRS2, showed the highest levels of antiviral activity compared to all other P-PMO used in this study. The 20-mer TRS1 and 21-mer TRS2 vary by only a few nucleotides, as shown in Fig. 1 , but are predicted to vary considerably in the targets to which they can bind. The TRS1 target includes the consensus TRS core sequence ACGAAC and 14 bases in the viral 5Ј direction. TRS2 covers the TRS core, four bases in the 3Ј direction, and 11 bases on the 5Ј side. This difference is predicted to allow binding of TRS1 to full-length genomic RNA and all eight of the subgenomic mRNAs (27) . Out of the eight SARS subgenomic RNAs, five have start codons either adjacent to or within two bases of the TRS core (27) . The 3Ј end of the TRS core is also the 3Ј end of the TRS1 target. TRS1 was therefore expected to have a more profound antiviral effect due to its potential for translational inhibition via duplexing to a region immediately upstream of the AUG translation start sites of at least five discrete viral RNAs combined with its potential ability to block discontinuous transcription of all subgenomic minus-strand RNAs. The TRS2 P-PMO spans the flanking sequence on both sides of the TRS core more extensively than TRS1 P-PMO and may therefore be more effective at inhibiting discontinuous transcription. The observation that TRS2 is more efficacious than TRS1 suggests that targeting the genomic RNA exclusively is a more efficient antiviral strategy with this class of antisense compound. The SARS-CoV was able to partially escape inhibition by the TRS2 P-PMO within four viral passages. The forced generation of resistance suggests antisense agents as a powerful means of investigating virus structure and function and as a complement to traditional reverse-genetic studies. Furthermore, the observation that the TRS2-resistant SARS-CoV showed a reduced level of cytopathology opens the possibility for a new approach to the generation of attenuated viral strains. The results presented here indicate that the selection of therapeutic antisense antiviral targets will present the greatest opportunity for success when informed by detailed molecular understanding of the physical and temporal requirements for virus amplification.
